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preface

I acknowledge with pleasure the help given by a number of people in providing facts and correcting my mistakes

in preparing this little book. Among them are Harry Henderson, Kevern olive r, Richard Rowlands, Simon

Shute and Dr. K.R. Sturley. Any errors that still remain are my own responsibility!
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It is difficult to know exactly what to call the BBC's engineering and operational training establishment. Tt was

sometimes referred to as 'The School', the Engineering Training Department (ETD), the Engineering Training

Centre, and most recently CBST (Centre for Broadcast Training Skills). I have decided to use 'Wood Norton '

as a general term unless the context calls for a more specific title.

MICHAEL TALBOT-SMITH
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wood norton hall
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The present Hall dates from the last years of the 19th Century - the date 1897 appears on it although there has

been some doubt as to whether this is quite accurate. It was built for the Duc d'Orleans, a pretender to the

French throne, which accounts for the crowns that help adorn the decorations. The Fleur de Lys which also

figures prominently was a family emblem. The Due clearly meant to live in style. The original estate covered

some 4000 acres (1600 hectares) and the woods were stocked with boars which the Duc and his friends hunted.

(The first Head of BBC Engineering Training, Dr. K.R. Sturley, had a favourite pun to the effect that the Due

eliminated boars from the woods, while his job was to eliminate bores from the lecture roornsl)

In short the word 'grandiose' might be appropriate in describing Wood Norton Hall at the turn of the century.

There was central heating, with warm air vents in front of each French window. These

were covered by silver-plated grilles carrying the Fleur de Lys emblem. Traces of the

silver were still to be seen when the author joined the Training Department as a

young assistant lecturer in 1956. So grand was the whole concept that the Due

apparently nearly bankrupted himself, the process assisted, so it was said, by less than

scrupulous builders. A notable event which probably did little to help the Due's bank

balance was the wedding of his younger sister. This was attended by nobility from all

over Europe. There was a small chapel near to the Hall but it was discovered, too late,

that this wasn't licensed for marriages. Consequently the service was held in the

Catholic Church in Evesham, which at that time was a corrugated iron building, and

a second ceremonial 'wedding' took place in a magnificent temporary building at

Wood Norton equipped to look as much like the interior of a church as possible.

The Due's time at Wood Norton was relatively short; he went back to France before

World War I and the Hall had a succession of owners before becoming a small private

school for boys. This was a short-lived venture lasting until 1936 and the Hall was then

empty.

le Due d'Orleans
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the BBC arrives

Even before the actual outbreak of World War 11 the BBC had realized that hostilities were virtually inevitable

and that Broadcasting House, near the heart of London, would be vulnerable. (Events were to show that it

would survive with very little damage!) It was also realized, with considerable prescience on someone's part, that

broadcasting was going to be a very important information and morale-building service, so a safer base than

London for at least some of the BBC's activities was going to be needed. The story of the move of certain

departmen ts to Evesham is given most readably in BBC Engineering 1922 - 1972, by Edward Pawley (BBC] 972),

from which much of the information in the next page or two is derived.
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A search for suitable premises away from London started in September 1938. Wood Norton Hall was found and

agreed to be satisfactory. A Mr. W. Bruce Purslow was appointed to be the E.i.C. (Engineer in Charge) and he

took up his duties on Easter Monday, 1939. Great secrecy was given to the enterprise and colourful local

rumours, such as the one that the Hall was being made ready for the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, were not

denied by the BBC. A number of temporary buildings was put up, one or two of which still exist in 1996! Most

of these were to be occupied by the BBC's Monitoring Service whose function then, as now, was to listen to

foreign broadcasts whether from friend or foe. Initially the monitors occupied premises at the top of the hill

above the Hall (Tunnel Hill), presumably because they were close to masts with the receiving aerials. Later they

occupied buildings on the main site, with cables connecting their equipment to the masts.

When World War 1I broke out on 3 September 1939 Wood Norton became a reserve studio centre for what was

then called the 'Home Programme'. From then on the studios which had been created were in frequent use for

music, schools programmes, features and drama and by the beginning of 1940 it had become one of the largest

broadcasting stations in Europe with an output averaging 1300 programme items or about 835 hours each week.

Older readers migh t remember Mr. Gillie Potter's broadcasts 'from Hog's Norton'. Hog's Norton was, of course,

Wood Norton.

However, to go back to 1938, an advance party had set out from London on 24 August to go to Evesham, the

BBC staff being billeted with doubtless rather surprised residen ts of the town, their surprise being all the greater

because many of the monitoring staff were of foreign nationality. In the interests of secrecy the local press had

a voluntary ban on reports of BBC activities at Wood Norton but these were somewhat nullified by the far from
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rare reports of people with most un-English names being prosecuted and fined for riding bicycles without lights!

The advance party was headed by Ralph Wade, Director of Office Administration who set off in his own car with

two girl typists and £100 in notes - 'just in case'. The story went that by the time he arrived at Evesham he had

£2 and a hundred girls!
IBC 1'100/1 NOirON
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In 1940 the total staff was over a thousand, not all on the Wood Norton site but with some at outlying premises

in the area. In September of that year there was a serious fire in the top floor of the building. Although there

were rumours of enemy action it in fact started accidentally and a temporary roof was fitted. This was not

properly repaired and the top floor renovated until 1992. Signs of the fire damage can still be seen on the main

staircase of the Hall.

When the worst dangers from war in Europe showed signs of diminishing the monitoring service moved away

and broadcasting activity at Wood Norton began to decline.

6



the start of engineering training
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The idea of providing what we would now call 'in-house' training for technical staff goes back to 1935. However

nothing much was done about it until May 1941 when the Engineering Training School was opened in Delaware

Road, Maida Vale, at BBC Radio's present studio complex. Two-week courses were provided but with an

increased flow of staff needing training the School was moved to other premises in Maida Vale in March 1942.

It was renamed the Engineering Training Department in 1945 with Dr. K.R. Sturley, previously with the Marconi

Company, as the Head of Department.

U( woop NOAfON

By this time it had become clear that there was no further use for Wood Norton as a broadcasting centre and it

was decided that it should house the Engineering Training Department, the move from London taking place

in April 1946. There was room for a hundred students and important aspects of the new premises were that

courses could be residential and also that broadcasting facilities existed, "\Tood Nortori's roots in 'hands-on'

training.

Information about the first few years of the new ETD is scanty. We have to wait until 1949 for the first official

Quarterly Report about the events in the period May to September of that year. Two 'Senior Instructors' were

appointed (the title Senior Lecturer came later; Section Head was later still). A major course at this time was

called the Grade C minus Course. This was essentially a qualifying course, successful attendance at which gave

Engineer status, with a commensurate salary and it was the second of such courses that took place in mid-1949.

The Report noted that the average standard in the final exam was higher than in the first course, mainly due to

improvements in teaching methods and the use of more 'exercise classes' -

really a form of tutorial in which students worked through problems with a

lecturer in attendance to give help and guidance.

Dr K. R Sturley
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It is clear that Wood Norton, referred to frequently at that time as 'The School' - again a term borrowed from

the Higher Education world - was itself learning fast and adapting to changing conditions. To take one or two

instances, laboratory facilities in the Fundamentals Section were improved so that students could work in pairs

instead of threes. The Audio Frequency Section acquired 'various types of tape machine' - still a novelty at mat

time. (It is perhaps worth mentioning that direct cutting of disks was still being used in the BBC, and

consequently taught at Wood Norton, into the late 1950s.) The dead room, mentioned above, was completed

and this meant mat 'experiments [involving microphones and loudspeakers and requiring a minimum of sound

reflections] could be carried out at any time whereas before they were done on the front lawns of the Main

Building.'

6f1( WOOD NOfiflUI
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1953 saw a slight decrease in training activity compared

with the previous year but a new course was me first of two

10-week courses for Studio Managers - the radio

personnel responsible for the technical, as opposed to

production or editorial, work in sound studios. Such

students represented quite a challenge as it was

considered that they ought to have a reasonable

knowledge of the basic engineering in studios but their

backgrounds were frequently from the Arts such as music

or drama. Scientific rigour in explanations often had to

be sacrificed in favour of easily understood analogies. The

effect on at least one member of the lecturing staff was

A move to include training which was not of the strictly engineering kincl was the decision that the Audio

Frequency Section would be responsible for a proposed Television Operator's course. Significantly we find that,

for the first time, the Report mentions visits by staff to keep in touch with developments in the rest of me BBC.

As a result 1 J staff spent a total of about 18 weeks away from base. There was also a weekencl course for

producers (presumably from radio) and Wood Nortori's profile was raised when Dr. Sturley became Chairman

of the Institution of Electrical Engineers in Birmingham, giving me Chairman's Address to that body in October

1952.
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very salutary as it made him think deeply about matters that he had previously taken for granted. Resorting to

mathematics in order to clarify a point was useless!

Support work included the development of 14 'experiments', as they were called, in television lighting and

picture composition 'being worked out in detail. This included [the use of] model heads with wigs to act as

lighting subjects.'
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Over the next few years there was a continuing increase in the number of students and there was a sign of the

technology to come when the first colour television course was held, ten years before there was a colour service

in the UK. The BBC's concern with safety was illustrated when one visitor to Wood Norton was a gen tleman from

the Red Cross who came to demonstrate the now-obsolete Holger-Nielson system of artificial respiration.

A major accommodation development in 1956 was the building of a new dormitory (the term persisted) - the

present McCrirrick Conference Centre - for 90 students. This was the first step in getting away from the wartime

huts. Now each room was for two students and at last there was a proper building.

Moves towards more operational training included a 'complicated mock programme' for Graduate Apprentices

- i.e. University Graduates entering the BBC at a higher level than ordinary school leavers. To some extent these

people posed problems as their qualifications sometimes meant that

they could soon be quite dissatisfied with routine work appropriate

to less qualified staff. On the other hand they could, and indeed

many did, fit neatly into various aspects of Design and Research.

However, not all graduates entered through the Graduate

Apprentice scheme. Some chose to attend ordinary courses along

with schoolleavers. One notable example, Chris Daubeny, went on

to become a Television Sound Supervisor before working in what

was then known as the Planning and Installation Department. He

eventually left the BBC to become Chief Engineer for Channel Four

Television.

the first lighting laboratory 1953
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A highlight for 1957 was 'a very successful Summer School for University Staff.' It was

attended by 33 professorial and lecturing staff. There were three colour television courses

in this year and, interestingly, film was beginning to appear as a training subject. This may

have been something ofa breakthrough. The BBC's very extensive Film Department, taking

over the famous Ealing Studios and producing more footage in a year than Hollywood, had

tended to be slightly isolationist in the sense that it had preferred to train its own people in

traditional film ways. The terminology and practices of the Film Department had always

been different from the rest of the BBC. For example the sound staff who played-in

gramophone records for music and effects were known as 'gram-swingers' - an Americanism

that was at variance with the BBC's term. However, things were beginning to change and in

1957 'experiments relating to film processing' were introduced.

Transistors had been invented in America some ten years previously but their ability to handle high frequencies

and generally replace valves was really only beginning to take place in the late 1950s. The BBC, tending as ever

to be cautious, may have viewed these new devices warily, but in this year Fundamentals Section developed

experiments and demonstrations which included 'some applications of semiconductor devices' (i.e. transistors).

On the recreational side the Report for 1956 notes that 'in addition to the Club facilities there have been

regular Ballroom and Country Dances.' It has to be said that some of the lecturing staff and their wives had an

ambivalent attitude towards the country dancing, on which Dr. Sturley and his wife were very keen. Some went

to these sessions with undoubted enthusiasm but others seemed to be less eager. There were occasional jocular

remarks to the effect that the country dancing sessions were some sort of penance! This was perhaps a little

ungrateful when the kindness and hospitality of Dr. Sturley and his wife to all newcomers on the sLafT. and in

particular to students from overseas, were well known. (Other broadcasting organizations, mainly in Africa and

Asia, have regularly sent members of their staff to Wood Norton for training. To be 'BBC-trained' was, and still

is, all esteemed qualilication.)

YEARS OF
TRAINING

Wood Nortou's fame was growing and it was beginning to become a popular place for non-

technical people to want to look round (it's still the same in 1996!). Visitors in 1957

included Boy Scouts from Gambia, fourteen Police Officers and Evesham Young

acoustic experiments on the lawn 1950
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Conservatives. Welfare facilities were being looked at seriously. The Annual report notes that there was 'a lack

of a large room for indoor sports such as badminton ..The problem is likely to become more acute with the

ending of National Service and the consequent recruitment of younger staff.' This logic is not, today, very clear.

It makes it sound as if ex-National Servicemen were likely LObe fairly geriatric, although they would have been

only two or three years older than the average school-leaver.

50
YEARS OF
RAINING
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Another welfare facility appearing was Archery. This was a great (one of the many great) cnthusiasms of the

Assistant Head of Wood Norton, the late A.E. Robertson, known always as 'Robbic' (but not to his face). Perhaps

this is an appropriate place to say something about him.

Robbie was a genial Scot, a graduate in mechanical engineering from Glasgow University and undoubtedly what

one would call 'a character'. He differed considerably from his boss, Dr. Sturley, who tended to be seen as a

slightly austere although, as we have seen, very kindly man with a ready smile. Robbie was something of an

extrovert. The Doctor, as he was almost always referred to, was a strict teetotaller. Robbie on the other hand

liked a wee dram, preferably not too wee! He greatly enjoyed being invited to the end-of-course parties held by

departing students and on such occasions he delighted in singing Scottish songs of a frequently risque nature

in a strong Scots accent.

He LOokup archery with his usual tremendous enthusiasm for any new project which happened to take his fancy

and he had built a machine for measuring the velocity of arrows leaving a bow. Coffee breaks in the lecturers'

dining room often took the form of an informal symposium in which Robbie drew diagrams on paper napkins

to illustrate the mechanics of different types of bow. He was a good talker and these mini-lectures were

interesting, although it has to be admitted that after the third repetition in a fortnight interest on ihe part of

the listeners tended to wane.

Robbie was fascinated by acoustic matters - his book on microphones is still one of the best ever written about

the theory behind their operation - and this fascination extended to doing some acoustic modifications to the

exhaust system of his vintage Bentley. The author put his innocent foot in it one day when he complimented

Robbie 011 the wonderful roar the Bentley made when going through Evesham. Robbie went puce and swelled

slightly, his habit when very annoyed, as apparently the exhaust should have been silent!

Richard Rowlauds (usually referred to as 'Dickie'), who was in charge of the Audio Frequency Section at the
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time, remembers the brakes failing on Robbie's Bentley when he was going down the rather steep drive towards

the North entrance. 'He hit the bank at the bottom and took off, flying over the fence and landing in the

orchard. Luckily he suffered only minor bruises.' (Richard Rowlands left in 1957 to go to the States to take up

a professorship at Pennsylvania State University.)
'H( WOOD NtJllrDN
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The following year brought seventeen different types of course to Wood Norton, among them Probationary

Technical Assistants (PTAs) and Probationary Technical Operators (PTOs). Basically PTAs became, all being

well, engineers concerned with maintenance of equipment while PTOs were destined to become cameramen

(perhaps we'd now say 'camerapersons'!) and operators of sound equipment, recording machines and so on.

Operators needed some technical knowledge but their tasks in studios were at least partly artistic.

Another new course was for Television Out.side Broadcast Engineers, who generally had to carry out the artistic

parts of the work but also be able to do maintenance. The Annual Report remarks that 'interest ...was most

encouraging ...There was valuable interchange on ideas of [sound] balance.' Wood Norton was changing - at one

time the idea of discussions about sound balance would have been seen by some (but possibly not all) as a

dangerous descent from pure engineering science into the murky world of artistic judgement!

By the end of the 1950s the numbers of students in residence reached a peak of 214 - although this was to be

exceeded later. Even larger numbers of students were to be expected because developments in television -

longer broadcast hours and a second channel among them - would mean more recruitment and consequently

more students to be trained, A further problem, perhaps not really enormous but big enough to be significant,

arose from the perfectly legal if morally dubious method of some of the independent television companies of

having their staff trained. These people joined the BBC, had their training, and then left. One student was naive

enough to admit part way through his course mat this was what he was going to do. He left the next day!

Stereophonic sound appeared as a topic on appropriate courses while 'more time was devoted to transistor

theory with a reduction in the time available for valve theory.' An interesting light is thrown on me way that

Wood Norton in those days had very little funding for the purchase of equipment by the building of a

reverberation plate, made of a sheet of galvanized iron, and the development of a locally built television camera

'which is now in regular use with students.'

Poor weather in 1959 curtailed swimming and cricket but 'archery continued to be popular.' Well, it would, wouldn't it!
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the 19608

In 1962 Dr. Sturley left Wood Norton to become Chief Engineer of External Broadcasting, now known as the

BBC World Service, and Robbie succeeded him as Head of Engineering Training Department. He was to retire

himself in 1965 and Wood Norton lost one of its most colourful characters. He died not all that many years later

in 1975.

YEARS OF
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What was then termed The Television Training Hall' had its wiring completed in 1962 and it was in due course

to become a very effective television training studio. It acquired an interesting name. In the days of coke-fired

boilers for the central heating system there had been a large coke heap where the studio (now designated

'Studio A') stands. One wag on the lecturing staff, taking slight liberties with ancient mythology, christened the

new building 'The Phoenix', taking the view that growing out of the site of a coke heap was nearly the same

thing as being reborn from ashes! Studio A had been at least partly a recreational facility (see below) and when

it ceased to be this the reappearance of a new recreational cen tre near the main drive led to this being officially

christened The Phoenix. One wonders how many users today of this facility know how the name originated!

In 1963 there was a big increase in recruitment caused by the impending launch of BBC 2, so of course the

training load increased. It was common for up to a hundred students to be seated in rows in one of the lecture

rooms, known at the time as 'Studio 13'. The Annual Report mentions that five television cameras (3 inch Image

Orthicons) were obtained from Bristol. This shows yet again the way in which Wood Norton was dependent on

other people's 'cast-offs'. The days when the budget would permit the purchase of brand new and often

expensive equipment were still some way off. The Television Hall (aka The Phoenix) 'was so full of equipment

that badminton became something of a hazard.' It seems that money for this building was allocated for a

recreational area, but gradually, and no doubt properly, games were edged out and the building became a fully

equipped television training studio.

In the classrooms we find that 'an overhead projector had been brought into service, replacing the conventional

blackboard, but there is still much scope for development of the machine's capabilities.' This seems almost

unbelievable today, when OH Ps are seen as a minimum requirement in any teaching environment. Still, Wood

Norton was learning and realized that it had still more to learn.
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The following year saw an influx of young women into the basic course for sound operators. It was said at the

time, plausibly but with a degree of sexism that would be regarded as virtually criminal today, that there was a

short-term staffing problem in Broadcasting House and the solution was to recruit girls who were both

intelligent and attractive, with the idea that they would, in a few years, marry and be off the BBC's hands!

Certainly an injection of very presentable girls on to courses brightened the lives of the lecturing staff] The

Annual Report says that 'their performance compared most favourably with that of the men.'

YEARS OF
TRAINING
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Wood Norton it took little for his sense of fun to emerge. This

showed particularly at students' end-of-course parties when

Harry's speciality was bottle-walking, at which he was

something of an expert. The idea is that an empty beer bottle

is grasped in each hand and these are used as supports while

the performer, with his feet on a given line reaches further and

further to place an upright bottle beyond the reach of anyone

else. The knees, naturally, must not touch the ground. At such

events Harry was seen as the local champion.

A significaru pointer showing that Wood Norton, as well as Line Managers in the field, recognized that

operational staff, as opposed to maintenance engineers, rarely if ever needed to perform calculations comes in

the words ' ...less emphasis was placed on the ability to perform calculations but rather more on a qualitative

understanding of the principles involved.'

In 1965 Robbie retired and his place was filled by Harry Henderson, who had been a Section Head for several

years. Harry had a physics degree with electronics and after graduating he spent the years from ]942 to 1945

doing research on radar receivers for the Admiralty.

He also had a most mischievous side to his character. While he could be, and indeed was, a serious Head of

By this time the staff at Wood Norton had grown to two Section

Heads, four Senior Lecturers and twenty-nine lecturers, but it

was to become larger still in a few years.

communal washing facilities 1960
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The following two years (up to 1968) saw the introduction of a very new teaching technique known as

Programmed Learning. This worked by presenting the student with small items of information followed by a

question which he or she was supposed to answer before going on to the next piece of information. The

questions and answers were either in book form or they were presented on a projector screen and the students

chose their answer by pressing one of a set of buttons. With the second system the lecturer had a display which

enabled him to see which students had chosen what answers. There was no doubt that properly prepared

programs presented by a capable lecturer could be very effective teaching aids. However program preparation

was a long and expensive business and the life of Programmed Learning in Wood Norton and elsewhere was

relatively short, although it was still being used with at least one course up to about 1987. Relatively short-lived

though Programmed Learning was, much was learned about the preparation of the right training objectives and

it had a beneficial long-term effect - a continued searching for more efficient teaching systems keeping Wood

Norton at the leading edge of the technology. It was, ill

fact, a fore-runner of modern inter-active systems

involving CD-ROMs.

Visitors to Wood Norton were a frequent occurrence but

inJune] 967 there was an Open Day at which an estimated

7,000 members of the public came to look round!

There was a plaintive note on the subject of Welfare

facilities - training pressures were such that 'the sole

remaining table-tennis table has to be moved round as

and when a room becomes available.'

Digital systems began to be subjects in courses and

demonstration equipment was built, some ten years

before the advent of compact discs, although the BBC

started to use digital methods for distributing its signals

about this time. The vVood Norton maintenance team

the aerials lab 1960
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began to be over-worked. It was observed, somewhat ruefully, that the 'maintenance of equipment used under

training conditions brings about problems which are not met in the Service to the same degree.'

88(WOO/)/FOSfl)!(
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Another move to bring in some totally non-engineering topics occurred in this period when musical score-

following became a standard topic in some of the operational courses, and not only for audio staff. Even

television cameramen appreciated this tuition, one remarking that he was sometimes asked to 'track in (or

maybe zoom in) over sixteen bars.' Until then he hadn't known what to do.

It is time here to mention Technical Publications Section, the part of Engineering Training Department

concerned with the writing and presentation of, mostly, Instructions on the design, circuitry and engineering

operation of items of broadcast equipment. Until now this Section had been in London but began to move to

Wood Norton in 1969. Its premises in London were wanted for Local Radio and it was thought that Wood

Norton would be a suitable home. Harry Henderson agreed with this, feeling that if Technical Publications were

under the same roof as the Training Sections there could be better preparation of printed material and training

books. The move from London was not viewed with enthusiasm by all of the Technical Publications authors,

some of whom had no wish to uproot themselves. Still, many did make the move and eventually the entire

Section including its Print Unit was at Wood Norton. Harry had hopes that there would be flexible working -

authors would undertake some lecturing and lecturers would do some writing. Indeed this had been one of the

arguments for relocation at Wood Norton but it never really worked, possibly because many of the authors were

by nature a little retiring, being happiest writing away at their desks whereas lecturers tended to be somewhat

extrovert and many were at their best with an audience to play to.

The idea of job-swapping between authors and lecturers may have been partly the result of staffing problems.

Numbers of the lecturing staff had moved away or retired. The Report for 1969/70 says that' [they] are difficult

to find and up to six months can elapse between the loss [of a lecturer] and the appointment of a successor.

Attempts to recruit from outside sources have failed.' Later on it became a fairly standard practice for

operational staff from the Service to come to Wood Norton 'on attachment' - perhaps for six months. There was

generally no difficulty in finding people to do this and in some cases it led to a person actively applying for

lecturing posts. Even when that did not happen, though, the system helped to maintain good relations. The

Attachees often admitted that they learned at lot themselves and they were probably better in guiding younger

staff when they were back at base. Also Wood Norton staff learned more about operational practice from them.

All in all it was generally a very happy and useful arrangement which persists to this day.
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the 1 970 s

When we enter this period a change occurred which seemed at first sight to be rather insignificant - it was the

concept of the Course Manager. Up till then anyone course would have been taught by a number of different

lecturers, each dealing with his (there were then no 'hers'I) specialist subject. The Course Manager had a

degree of overall responsibility for the course - he would prepare the timetable, organize practical sessions and

allocate staff. This had several advantages. It gave the Course Manager job-satisfaction, the students had a

definite person that they could relate to, the Course Manager usually got to know the students and this meant

that end-of-course Reports could be more accurate.

Building developments in this period included Bredon Wing which was effectively the first 'custom-built'

training area. Previously all the work of Wood Norton had taken place in either the Hall and its associated

buildings - the restaurant occupied what had been the stables - or in the wartime huts. In their latter days some

of these seemed to stay up simply because they had several thicknesses of paint on them. One of the wooden

ones is still standing in June 1996. Much of Bred on Wing's upper 0001- was used for 'A' courses, these being part

of a training progression to be followed, or so the intention was, by 'B' and 'C' courses. Plans were being made

for more dormitory blocks -later to materialize as Ashbridge and the other accommodation blocks near it.

There were also 'schemes for the replacement of the war-time continuity equipment.' This had been housed in

the now demolished building which extended more-or-less diagonally from the south-west corner of the Hall.

Known as 'The Transmitter Block' there was a medium wave transmitter at the end and the Continuity Suites

referred to were adjacent. The function of a Continuity is to provide links between programmes and, by a kind

of tradition, the Continuity Announcer has executive powers, for example to break into a programme in an

emergency. These suites were largely equipped with ancient radio Outside Broadcast apparatus dating from the

1930s and it is amazing now to think that it all still existed into the 1970s.

The status of Wood Norton in Europe was confirmed in 1973 when it hosted the first Conference of European

Broadcasting Authorities Training Heads, an organization of which Harry Henderson had been one of the

founders. At the Conference there were eleven delegates from ten countries. Another 'first' was the granting of

a licence to the restaurant for the sale of beer and wines with meals! This was viewed with some slight alarm by

those who could foresee students attending afternoon sessions in what might be euphemistically called 'a
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mellow' state, In fact alcoholic consumption appeared to be very moderate.

We start to see evidence of Wood Norton beginning to have real money to spend on equipment, instead of

having either to rely upon cast-offs from other parts of the BBC or to build the nearest equivalent on site. Two

EMI 2005 colour cameras and their associated equipment were bought and a small multi-track music studio was

equipped in the Transmitter Block referred to earlier. An interesting point was that with the increased amount

of equipment over the years the Technical Stores had to be improved because of the greater number of spares

needed.
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In 1974 the Ashbridge residential block was completed. It, like later similar buildings, was named after past

Directors of Engineering and Sir Noel Ashbridge's daughter came to open it, Sir Noel himself being unable to

attend. In fact he died only a few weeks later.

overseas. In addition there were twelve conferences,

Digital topics were gaining importance in the broadcast world and the Service was hoping for a minimum of

425 places on one-week courses. The work load at Wood Norton meant though, that little more than half this

number could be accommodated. An indication of the load is given by the fact that in the twelve months from

1 April 1974 to 31 March 1975 there were fifty different courses, ranging in duration from one day to twelve

weeks, there were 1440 students, including 54 from

mostly over weekends, attended by 361 people and on

thirty days there were visitors! To cope with this the

teaching staff, including Section Heads, numbered 3S.

Over the next two years, to 1977, the pace of development

quickened. Teaching methods were almost always being

reviewed and there began to be a move away from formal

lectures to the use of 'packages' - yet more evidence of

innovation - which allowed students to work either on

their own or in pairs. This had the advantage that they

could work at their own speed although there would be a

typical ex-WWII huts up to 1980
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lecturer in attendance to give help when it was needed.

The Phoenix centre opened in late 1976, with recreational facilities and a bar. The Annual Report makes the

point that the bar was 'the only management-run bar in the BBC'. There may have been some concern that the

Phoenix would provide unwelcome competition to the Staff Club in Evesham, about which a little might be said.

The BBC Club had long been a largely autonomous organization with a Head Office in London but with

'branches' in all but the smallest regional centres. An advantage of membership, which was quite cheap, was a

curious deal no-one ever understood which allowed members a Radio Times each week. Also, membership of

the BBC (Evesham) Club conferred reciprocal membership in any other Centre club. The Evesham Club, in a

largish house near the railway station had (still has) a bar and has over the years offered various facilities such

as snooker and, more recently, skittles. Coach runs between Wood Norton and the Club meant that students

could go there easily in evenings - and get back.
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In the late 1950s the Club Committee, or some of them, took their responsibilities very seriously indeed to the

extent that one or two were genuinely concerned about possible immorality and were even alarmed at any

suggestion of improper songs being sung at end-of-course parties. On one occasion the fairly permanent

Secretary and Wood Norton lecturer in sound recording, PJ. Guy (always known either as PJ. or, for some

obscure reason, as 'Terry' - allegedly spelt 'Pteri') suspecting that rude songs were being aired round the piano,

burst in to put a stop to this - only to find that the singer was none less than his boss Robbie, about whom we

have already written! PJ. retreated in some discomfort. The students present were much amused, the lecturers

even more so!

In the final years of the decade there was another improvement in living accommodation with the 36-bedroom

'Bishop' block, named after Sir Harold Bishop who had been, like Sir Noel Ashbridge, a Director of

Engineering, and Sir Harold himself came to open it. There was another important conference, nominally

under the umbrella of the EBU (European Broadcasting Union) but actually a product of the European

Training Group, called 'Evesham 77' - which makes Evesham sound almost like Maastricht! This was attended

by fifty senior personnel from training centres in almost all of the western Europe countries.

With student numbers ever greater - 1383 in 1978/9 - the major television training studio - Studio A - had to be

reserved for senior courses with the result that the junior ('A') courses were transported by coach up to

Birmingham University to use the rather small television studio there.
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the Royal Navy and a period at the Open University.

Alun was seen as a rather remote person, although

on a one-to-one basis he was always friendly and

ready to discuss Wood Norton and its work.
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During Harry Henderson's time as Head he, like Dr. Sturley before him, had been Chairman of the South

Midlands section of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, and he also carried out many training consultancies

in Africa, where he helped to make sure that Wood Norton was well known and highly respected - not only in

Africa but in much of the rest of the world.
ilJ(W(1(1f)NDNlOI(

At the time of Harry Henderson's departure there was a total teaching staff of 57 with quite a number of support

technicians. In the final year of the decade there were 1526 students on 43 different types of course and the

pressures caused the remark in the Annual Report that 'it is clear that a review of training policy is required

urgently .....Training must be controlled strictly to meet the criteria of the right training for the right people at

the right time. Changes (in technology, staffing etc.] have left little room for improvements in these areas.'

Harry Henderson retired as Head to be replaced by Dr. Alun Owen who had been a BBC Graduate Apprentice,

then left and had a varied career, including a time in

a classroom fitted with programmed learning facilities 1975
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the 19808

Each decade so far has seen extensive change and the period we are about to look at was no exception. A few

more steps away from formal lecturing were being taken with package learning con tinuing to be developed and

we read that 'one five-week course was almost totally packaged.' A computer was being used to facilitate circuit

diagram drawing - an impressive feat when one remembers that in those days almost all computer programs had

to be written by the people who were going to use them. It was not like today when an abundance of professional

software is available off-the shelf. Outside Wood Norton the BBC was starting to look seriously at computer-aided

sound mixing consoles and a very large one was temporarily installed at Wood Norton SO that courses on it could

be given to the staff who were going to use it. There were delays in its delivery and installation so that it was the

Friday afternoon before the Monday on which the first course started that the two lecturers responsible for the

course were able to get to grips with it. It was a stressful weekend for both.
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Wood Norton's function as being a 'hotelier' increased: there were 29 conferences attended by a total of 685

people in the first year of the decade.

Soon there were to be more changes in teaching technique, or perhaps it might be more accurate to say that

earlier changes continued or even accelerated. 'An interesting development in training has been the success.

of special courses on high technology equipment which are not run in a lectured format but as tutored

investigation projects for experienced staff.' Cynically and with hindsight one might wonder if perhaps a virtue

was not being made out of a necessity!

Student numbers increased, reaching 2290 in 1984 with 56 staff, induding Section heads, directly concerned

with training. One cause of the increased loads was the introduction of Breakfast Television and ' ...the

recruitment of suitable lecturing staff...has again proved difficult and has been compounded by the loss of

experienced lecturing staff to other areas of the Corporation as well as to outside organizations.' Note the

phrase 'has again proved difficult.'

A spin-off from the learning package idea was the setting up of a Resource Centre in Bredon Wing. This was

open in the evenings and there were several cubicles at which students could sit and work through tape/slide

presentations (with headphones for the sound) and follow programs, mostly written by staff, on the then
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ubiquitous BBC Micro (computer).
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By the late 1980s student numbers, although still high, began

to show signs of dropping, a consequence of the restructuring

of the UK broadcasting industry triggered by the ITV franchise

auctions. Large courses began to be a rarity as BBC

recruitment began to reduce and the number of different

short courses became much greater - 163 differen t types by the

With the very large numbers of students the accommodation at Wood Norton became quite inadequate, so that

some students had to be 'billeted' in local hotels. For one week in 1983/4 about 70 had to be housed in this
18( W{lDDNDiro~

way.

An initiative which caused considerable national interest was a scheme to take in university graduates of any

discipline and train them to become BBC engineers. This meant that a person with, say, in a degree in

archeology or Greek could take his or her place in the technology of broadcasting. These people, it need hardly

be added, were carefully tested for their trainability and motivation.

In this period there was a reduction in the amount of engineering training but a growth in operational training

and this was accompanied by a radical rethink about much of the work. Computer-controlled equipment began

to become the norm - not just for automated items but on a much more general scale. Wood Norton staff had

the vision to see major changes occurring in broadcasting and were amongst the first anywhere to re-think

training to meet these changes. There was a major expansion in the training areas because of the large number

of trainees passing through. The teaching staff rose to about 70 to meet this demand. In short, the keyword for

this period was growth. The basic reason was that in the UK television and radio were growth industries - there

were new channels, more local radio stations, both BBC and commercial, and a surge in the number of video

studios which were not part of broadcasting but required staff

with similar skills. This growing commercial sector still tended

to draw staff from the BBC, which recruited replacemen t staff

who needed training.

instruction in using a multi-track sound mixing desk [mid 1980s]
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end of the 1980s. Staffing remained high, with almost 70 trainers, including Senior Lecturers and Section

Heads.

Then, towards the end of the eighties, came major restructuring in the BBC. For a while Wood Norron was

partly cushioned because there were many trainees in the pipe-line but it was clear that there would be soon be

a marked drop in the work load. It had significant overcapacity and it was inevitable that it would have to

become smaller.
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in one of the modern buildings 1980

Harry Henderson laying the Newlyn Reference Stone
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the 1990s to the present

The events of the early 1990s could fairly be described as traumatic. Despite the fact that the broadcast and

related industries were growing Wood Norton was contracting rapidly because the demand for the training it

provided had collapsed and some thought at the time that the situation was terminal. However new

management in the BBC recognized the necessity of retaining a training facility and in 1993 it was agreed that

Wood Norton should actively market its services to the industry as a whole.

Alun Owen left Wood Norton in that year and he was replaced by Simon Shute. Simon had joined the BBC in

1969 as a Direct Entry Engineer, having taken a degree in Electrical and Electronic Engineering at Nottingham

University. He had spent time at Wood Norton in the 1970s as a lecturer, later as a Senior Lecturer and then left

in 1979 for work in the BBC's communications department, moving into Radio as Assistant Chief Engineer in

1982. He held the post of General Manager, Radio Resources when he came to Wood Nortou ill November 1993

as the newly designated General Manager.

The size of Wood Norton, when Simon came, had been very much reduced from its previous levels of about 70

lecturing staff. The major task for him was to revitalize the curriculum to meet the needs of 'the market place.'

The new venture was launched at a press and industry event at BBC Television Centre in April 1994 at which

the new name of Centre for Broadcast Skills Training (CBST) was unveiled.

By the end of the financial year 1995-6 Wood Norton, now the CBST, was trading profitably with around a

quarter of its income coming from outside the BBC.

Currently there are 26 lecturing staff - little more than a third of the number at its peak although 'Associates',

specialists who are not on the permanent staff are used increasingly. In 1995/6 about 3,000 students attended

for an average of four and a half days each - a marked contrast to the days when multi-week courses were the

norm.

The BBC has invested heavily in Wood Norton in recent years with studios, edit suites and broadcasting areas

equipped fully to modern standards, and residential accommodation up to a level that the pioneers of the 1950s

would not have recognized. The centre has entered its second half century as a focal point for the industry,
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computer graphics ca 1990

providing a range of training for people from all over the world.

From the early days when Wood Norton was a formal establishment and very engineering orientated, if only

because broadcast equipment was often complicated and the life of the components limited, it now takes in its

stride the [;ICl that electronic devices are reliable, and therefore need much less maintenance, that much

equipment is software controlled, so tbe talk is of programs and microprocessors rather than of solder and wire,

and it has come to terms with the need to be commercial and be aware constantly of the needs of the market

place.

Will there be another fifty years) Who knows, but if there is Wood Norton will not only meet all the challenges

that come its way, it will anticipate them, just as it has done in the last fifty years. And it will probably continue

to be the leader in its field.
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modern accommodation block
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appendix

To try to list all the members of Wood Norton Staff over 50 years would be impossible, quite apart from the fact

that some were there for only a very short time. Instead I list here the Heads and the people immediately below

them, with the dates they held these posts, as between them they were the main influences in Wood Norton

policy making.
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Ralph Bowsfield (Assistant Head of Engineering Training Department) 1987-1993

John Brookes (Assistant Head of Engineering Training Department) 1984-1987

Duncan Enoch (Ilead of Operations Section) 1969 - 1986

Peter French (Head of Engineering Training) 1994 to present

Harry Henderson (Head of Engineering Training Departmen t) 1965 - ]979

George Mackenzie (Head of Technical Operations Section) 1963-1969

Malcolm Nelson (Head of Operational Training) 1993 to present

Dr. Alun Owen (Head of Engineering Training Department) 1979-1993

Arthur Robertson (Head of Engineering Training Department) 1962 - 1965

Simon Shute (General Manager) 1993 to present

Hugh Sims (Head of Engineering Section) 1963 -1969

Dr. Kenneth Sturley (Head of Engineering Training Department) ]945 -1962
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